NOTE: CAPACITIES OF RECTANGULAR SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
VOLUMES MAY BE SIGNIFICANTLY LESS THAN NOMINAL VOLUME
WITHOUT ADEQUATE EXTERNAL SUPPORT.

63" LONG X 54" WIDE X 29" HIGH
STEEL STAND
STOCK NO. 20088

NOTES:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DRAWING, DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. OPENINGS WILL VARY ±1/8" DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLE
HOLES & CONDITION PREVAILING DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.
3. FOR DETAILS OF 440 GALLON RECTANGULAR SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
SEE COMPUTER FILE NO. 5000410. FOR DETAILS OF 63" LONG X 54" WIDE
X 29" HIGH STEEL STAND SEE COMPUTER FILE NO. 5000408.
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